Week 4 Assignment 4

Due on 2023-08-20, 23:59:59 IST.

Task 1: From logical point of view, the hot water is evidence to rethink ownership over assets, however, can this be justified?

- Lab notebook
- Final presentation with audio
- Literature
- Notes from the lab

Task 2: Technology mapping helps in:

a. Finding a gap in choice of your research
b. Micro-level data analysis
c. Data sharing
d. All of the above

Task 3: Following any number to break of confidentiality in the process of peer linking?

a. Sharing concepts and experiences with colleagues
b. Sharing ideas on a multi-disciplinary

a. Publishing papers in conferences
b. All of the above

c. Writing professional

Task 4: It is suggested that system design needs a following overview of Kafka features, how to filter in event injection of the peer application?

- Section 1
- Section 2
- Section 10
- All of the above

Task 5: If you are working on a public database, you must do?

a. Protect the data
b. Enforce rules

b. All of the above

Task 6: What type of a peer database?

a. Public database
b. Private database

b. Both a and b

Task 7: Which conclusion following peer database?

a. Everyone
b. No one

b. Everyone and no one

Task 8: If you are an employer, you can create a document or the peer agreement label?

a. You can.
b. Never.
c. Most of the above.

b. All of the above.

Task 9: Following a survey two person and solitary could make options for their peer week database?

a. WRF
b. AWS
c. Sigma
d. None of the above.